KEY FEATURES

Food Manufacturing Conductor
____________________________________________________________________

Product Description
Food Manufacturing Conductor™ (FMC) is Tamlin’s proprietary process control
system designed for small to mid-size food manufacturers. FMC was designed on the
production floor by people who know manufacturing. Its simplified and easy to use
interface keeps your people productive while getting you the information you need
to realize your production goals.
FMC exceeds the U.S. Government’s traceability requirements. What’s more, laborintensive tracking reports that used to take hours—or even days—are completed in
minutes.
This is a solution of choice especially for companies who need to track ingredients
that are susceptible for recall by government or health organizations.

Company Profile
Tamlin Software Developers, Inc. has provided Enterprise Resource Planning and
Shop Floor Control solutions to small to mid-range manufacturers and distributors
since 1991.
Tamlin is the developer of Manufacturing Conductor which provides comprehensive
shop floor control and real-time management of inventory and production activities
including quality control and full traceability for lots and serial numbers. High quality,
fast implementations allows Tamlin’s customer to reap the value of their investment
much sooner than industry standards.
An Elite AccountMate Business Partner and value added reseller, Tamlin has been
selected by Accounting Technology as a Killer VAR in several years as well other
awards including Top 100 and Bob Scott’s VAR STARS.

 Provides real-time data,
supporting the one-up onedown traceability
requirements of Section
306 of the Bioterrorism Act
 Supports recalls, mock
recalls, and food-safety
audits with real-time data
 Equips you with a
complete real-time audit
trail of who worked on
what, when, and QC results
including in-process
inspection and final
inspection records
 Tracks by lot number all
raw material ingredients,
WIP, and finished goods.
Bar-coding is fully
supported
 Furnishes the tools to
make your ISO certification
faster and easier—saving
money

PRODUCT COMPATIBILITY
All SQL and Express
Versions. LAN versions are
not supported.

CONTACT
Linda Bryan
214-739-6576 x101
linda@tamlinsoftware.com
www.tamlinsoftware.com

PRODUCT LINKS

Third party software included on this site has not been tested and is not endorsed by AccountMate Software.
Technical support and warranties are the responsibility of the issuing company.

Product Information
Product Webinar
AccountMate Case Studies:
Smokey Denmark
Renfro Foods
Allegro Fine Foods
Cranel Corporation
Jonell, Inc.
Kolder, Inc.
Dixie Iron Works
Jenkins eTrade
Jenkins Enterprises

